Assembly Instruction
Brass Marble Wood Entertaining Stand

Parts Included:
(1) Rectangular Base (A)
(2) Pole Bracket (B)
(4) Glass (C)

Hardware Include:
(4) Screw
(1) Allen Wrench

Assembly Instructions:
Step 1: Place Pole Bracket (B) on Rectangle base (A) &
tight all 04 Allen screw with the help of Allen key.
(As shown in Illustration)

Step 2: Place the Glass shelf (c) onto the Shelf bracket (B)
so that they rest securely on the bracket.
(As shown in Illustration)

This product is now ready for use.

Care Instructions:
Dust occasionally. If necessary, spot clean using a
damp cloth.
Do not use strong chemical or abrasive cleaners!

Thank you for your purchase!